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U.S. Army Veteran Plans to Use Healthcare 
Administration Degree to Improve VA Patient Care

Justin Rathkamp, Supervisory Health System Specialist and Veteran Experience Officer at 
William S. Middleton Memorial Veterans Hospital in Madison, WI is currently enrolled in the 
UW Master’s of Healthcare Administration (HCA) online degree program. Justin made a career 
change from retail to the health information management field to spend more time with his 
young family and to continue his drive of service to others. With an HCA degree, Justin aspires 
to follow a similar path as the current Madison VA Medical Center Director and is motivated by 
a personal vision to improve VA patient care.

“I want to be one of those people who is able to make that effect or change 

from within. I believe I can bring in that extra health information approach to 

make changes in the healthcare system that makes our world better, and the 

Healthcare Administration program will help me do just that.”
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U.S. Army Veteran Plans to Use Healthcare 
Administration Degree to Improve VA Patient Care

Justin Rathkamp, Supervisory Health System Specialist and  
Veteran Experience Officer at William S. Middleton Memorial Veterans Hospital in Madison, 
WI is currently enrolled in the UW Masters of Healthcare Administration (HCA) online degree 
program. Justin made a career change from retail to the health information management field 
to spend more time with his young family and to continue his drive of service to others. With an 
HCA degree, Justin aspires to follow a similar path as the current Madison VA Medical Center 
Director and is motivated by a personal vision to improve VA patient care.

“I want to be one of those people who is able to make that effect or change 

from within. I believe I can bring in that extra health information approach to 

make changes in the healthcare system that makes our world better, and the 

Healthcare Administration program will help me do just that.”
HEALTHCAREADMINISTRATION.WISCONSIN.EDU

To see more information about this program, scan  
the QR code using your mobile device’s camera. 
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Complete Capstone Projects Rooted  
in Healthcare Needs

Lucas Newkirk, a December 2018 graduate and GE Healthcare compliance analyst decided 
to focus his capstone project on improving pneumonia detection. Newkirk credits UW Master 
of Science in Data Science program’s flexibility and accessibility to faculty and peers as a 
major part of his success. If Newkirk had known of the experience and skills he’d gain in the 
online program, he would’ve enrolled sooner. 

“I wanted to complete a capstone project focused on healthcare because 

I figured having the experience in my portfolio would help qualify me when 

pursuing a higher-level healthcare job. This was the first time I ever took a crack 

at deep learning, and now I know I want  to keep studying it because I have the 

tools to do so.”
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Complete Capstone Projects Rooted  
in Healthcare Needs

Lucas Newkirk, a December 2018 graduate and GE Healthcare compliance analyst decided 
to focus his capstone project on improving pneumonia detection. Newkirk credits UW Master 
of Science in Data Science program’s flexibility and accessibility to faculty and peers as a 
major part of his success. If Newkirk had known of the experience and skills he’d gain in the 
online program, he would’ve enrolled sooner. 

“I wanted to complete a capstone project focused on healthcare because 

I figured having the experience in my portfolio would help qualify me when 

pursuing a higher-level healthcare job. This was the first time I ever took a crack 

at deep learning, and now I know I want  to keep studying it because I have the 

tools to do so.”DATASCIENCEDEGREE.WISCONSIN.EDU

To see more information about this program, scan  
the QR code using your mobile device’s camera. 
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Learn From Expert Faculty  
Who Are Making a Direct Impact in the Field

Don Heath, faculty instructor and assistant professor at UW-Oshkosh leads the APC 
340: Legal and Ethical Responsibilities of the IT Professional course. Heath’s recent research 
on Mobile Assistive Technology (MAT) in the workforce shows how Applied Computing 
students can transform the lives of visually disabled workers.

“If applied computing current or prospective students are interested in developing 

mobile platform MAT applications to help blind workers and break through 

stereotypes, they literally have the power to transform lives.”
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Learn From Expert Faculty  
Who Are Making a Direct Impact in the Field

Don Heath, faculty instructor and assistant professor at UW-Oshkosh leads the APC 
340: Legal and Ethical Responsibilities of the IT Professional course. Heath’s recent research 
on Mobile Assistive Technology (MAT) in the workforce shows how Applied Computing 
students can transform the lives of visually disabled workers.

“If applied computing current or prospective students are interested in developing 

mobile platform MAT applications to help blind workers and break through 

stereotypes, they literally have the power to transform lives.”

APPLIEDCOMPUTING.WISCONSIN.EDU

To see more information about this program, scan  
the QR code using your mobile device’s camera. 
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Former GE Healthcare Executive Brings  
35 Years of HIMT Experience to His Classes

Faculty member Russell Roberson leads the HIMT: 320 Survey of Information Technology 
in Healthcare and the HIMT: 445 Application of Leadership and Management in Healthcare 
Technology courses. Interactive class discussions that lead to immersive learning and 
networking are the main focus in Roberson’s courses. 

“I’ve had two very significant cancers, and I’ve been on the receiving end of many 

HIMT decisions. HIMT is a field with a responsibility to the service of humanity. 

When we make a mistake, it’s big. But when we do it right, the impact can be 

significant.”



Former GE Healthcare Executive Brings  
35 Years of HIMT Experience to His Classes

Faculty member Russell Roberson leads the HIMT: 320 Survey of Information Technology 
in Healthcare and the HIMT: 445 Application of Leadership and Management in Healthcare 
Technology courses. Interactive class discussions that lead to immersive learning and 
networking are the main focus in Roberson’s courses. 

“I’ve had two very significant cancers, and I’ve been on the receiving end of many 

HIMT decisions. HIMT is a field with a responsibility to the service of humanity. 

When we make a mistake, it’s big. But when we do it right, the impact can be 

significant.”
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HIMT.WISCONSIN.EDU

To see more information about this program, scan  
the QR code using your mobile device’s camera. 



Extending 
University of Wisconsin

UW Extended Campus extends the physical 
boundaries of each UW campus to the borders of the 

state and beyond. UW Extended Campus enables 
all campuses to provide adults with quality UW 

professional and continuing education.
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